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Abstract— This paper presents a method for daily assistive
robots to manipulate objects whose contact relationships are
important. In our approach, the contact relationships between
multiple objects such as “on” and “into” are estimated using
the hierarchical relationships between the objects’ regions in
the images. The hierarchical states are used for failure recovery
processes so that the target contact state is achieved. We tested
our method in two daily tasks by HRP-2VZ humanoid robot:
filing, and serving an egg with a spatula. These results suggested
the effectiveness of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots are expected to do various tasks for humans at an
office or at home in the future. There have been many studies
done on recognition systems and motion generation systems
for daily assistive robots [1–4]. Although most of them have
concentrated on “pick-and-place” operations, the purpose of
this study is to achieve manipulation of multiple objects in
close proximity. This is important for robots to wield tools
and objects which are also usually used by humans. The
contributions of this study are as follows.
1) A simple but general trajectory to manipulate multiple
objects to get the objects into the objective hierarchical
relationship, including failure recoveries, is described.
2) A method to recognize the contact relationships of
multiple objects is also provided.
Fig. 1 shows examples of these assistive tasks. A robot
is placing documents in an envelope in Fig. 1.A; serving
food with a spatula in Fig. 1.B; and assisting a person to
put on his clothes in Fig. 1.C. They are all tasks in which a
robot changes contact relationships between multiple objects.
Each task has difficulty as described in the caption of Fig. 1.
Therefore the robot should make sure of following states and
recover from a failure if the target state is not achieved: A)
the documents are between the foreside and the back surface
of the envelope. B) The egg is on the spatula. C) The legs
of the person are in the pants.
One of manipulations in which the contact relationships
between multiple objects are important is an assembling task
[5]. In daily environments, different from assembling, robots
surely have possibilities to fail in tasks because of the error
in the recognition, the error in the manipulation because of
the changing friction between the objects, and the thinness
or the flexibility of the objects. Therefore the recognition of
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Fig. 1. Daily assistive tasks by a humanoid robot in which the relationships
between multiple objects in close proximity are important. A) Placing
documents in an envelope at an office environment; B) serving food with
a spatula at a kitchen; C) assisting a person to put on his clothes. The
problems with them are: A) the opening of the envelope is so narrow that
the operation easily fails because of the changes of the shape of the papers
or the error of the recognition or the manipulation. The robot has to check if
the documents are inside the envelope before it slides down the documents.
B) Because scooping an egg is not a static manipulation, it easily fails,
which means that the robot only manages to sidle the egg and the egg is
not on the spatula. The robot has to check if the egg is on the spatula before
it attempts to serve the egg on the dish by the tool. C) Because the cloth
of pants is thin and the opening of pants is narrow, the robot easily fails to
put pants over a person’s legs. The robot has to check if the person’s legs
are inside the clothes before it pulls up the pants.

failures and recoveries from them are important. This paper
presents a simple but general method to check whether or not
a manipulation succeeds. In this method, the contact states
between multiple objects are estimated using the hierarchical
relationship of the regions of them. The state is used for a
recovery from a failure so that a robot achieves manipulations
of multiple objects in close proximity. This paper also
describes the result of the experiments in which we tested
our method by two types of manipulations by a humanoid
robot: 1) placing a file into a folder, 2) serving an egg with
a spatula.
This paper is organized as follows. The background, the
purpose of the study, and the significance of the study are
presented in this section. Section II describes related literature and our approach. In Section III, contact relationships of
multiple objects are classified and the recognition and failure
recovery process required in each task are discussed. Section
IV provides a method to track multiple objects’ regions and
to estimate the hierarchical relationships of them. Section V
presents the experimental results of our method, and Section
VI concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Manipulation of Multi-objects and Failure Recoveries
There have been some studies done on basic manipulation
of multiple objects whose contact relationships are important.
Amagai and Takase [6] implemented a manipulation skill of

scooping an object on an aluminum plate by a thin plastic
sheet. Yoshimi et al. [7] succeeded in scooping up a thin
paper and a plastic card by a manipulator with a nail. The
relations between the object and the plate or the nail were not
estimated in these studies because they manipulated limited
objects and same motions seem to bring same results.
There have also been some studies done on handling objects by daily tools. TWENDY-ONE humanoid robot picked
up a loaf of bread by a tong [8], but the way of recognition
has not been provided. Xue et al. has developed a robot
which can scoop up ice cream [9]. This robot recognizes
only the surface of the ice cream before it scoops up. Beetz
et al. [2] developed a robot making pancakes. Their robot
recognizes the position of a pancake on a pancake maker
only before and after the robot flips the pancake. Because
the robot does not recognize whether or not the pancake
becomes correctly on the spatula during the scooping motion,
the flipping motion is desined careful not to fail in scooping.
If the shapes and the friction of manipulated objects are
constant, a robot will succeed every time by doing the same
motion. In this case, affirmation of success of the manipulation is not so important. However, this cannot be applied
to daily environments. Therefore it is important to check
whether the relationships of multiple objects is correct or not,
to recover from failures when it needs. Studies on checking
states for failure recoveries have focused on the manipulation
of flexible strings [10] and clothes [3]. In these studies, the
affirmation is based on the special model for the object, or
only on the position of the object. On the other hand, we
present a method to estimate the basic contact, hierarchical,
and inclusive relationships between general multiple objects.
B. Estimation of Relationships between Multiple Objects
To recognize the contact relationships, which often mean
the hierarchical and inclusive relationships in the daily tasks,
robots are supposed to be able to use following sensors:
1) depth sensors or stereo cameras which provide depth
information, 2) cameras, and 3) force sensors etc.
With respect to 1), depth sensors have been easilyavailable; for example Microsoft Kinect [11]. However, their
accuracy is not enough to recognize the hierarchical relationships between multiple thin objects; for example, clothes and
papers. Moreover, another recognition method to estimate
the hierarchy is required. This is because captured objects
often occludes each other, so the lower or distant object is
not observed as it exists without any previous knowledge.
The same is true on depth information based on disparities
calculated by stereo cameras. With respect to 3), Yamazaki et
al. implemented a failure detection function to check whether
a robot successfully cuts a vegetable or not by pressing
a tool against the vegetable [12]. Ono et al. used a strain
gauge sensor to check whether or not an end effector grasps
only one cloth [13]. Although force information is useful
to estimate the states which cannot be observed by visual
sensors, the value of the force sensor would not change
enough when the contact point of objects is far from the
sensor, or when the manipulated objects are too light or

flexible.
Therefore we use 2) cameras. Jarvis [14] provides following depth cues by a single image: a) texture gradient, b)
size perspective, c) motion parallax, d) aerial perspective, e)
surface shading variations, f) relative upward locations in the
visual field, and g) outline continuity. For the recognition
of hierarchical relationships of variable objects, a) is not
suitable because it supposes they are with the same texture.
If the objects are shielded, b) cannot be applied. c), d)
and e) are also not suitable because they work only when
the objects are far from the observer or the objects are
separate enough. Therefore f) and g) are suitable for our
use. With respect to f), Jarvis [14] describes a method
to compute the relative relations of “in-front-of,” “behind,
” and “equidistant” using occlusion information developed
by Rosenburg et al. [15]. They use adjacency relationships
of multiple regions estimated by the regions’ continuity.
A method presented by Palou and Salembier [16] is an
example of g), which uses “T-junction” to estimate the depth
relationships.
These methods have an advantage that they can compute
the hierarchical relationships between multiple objects which
occlude each other without any previous knowledge. However, they have issues on their accuracy because they use
only low level visual features. On the other hand, when
objects are manipulated by a robot, some knowledge can be
used to estimate the hierarchical or inclusion relations; the
robot can compute them with the knowledge of the entire
shapes of the objects which the robot can observe before
the manipulation. Therefore we use a method to estimate
objects’ order based on the memory of their shapes [17].
The system [17] tracked planar tools and objects to estimate
functions of tools when a robot is observing a person’s daily
tasks. Although the motions of objects were estimated based
only on visual features in their study, a robot can use the
information of its encoders if the robot handles the objects
by itself. The details of this method is presented in Section
IV.
III. M ANIPULATION OF O BJECTS U SING V ISUAL
H IERARCHICAL R ELATIONSHIPS
A. Classification of Operations of Changing Objects’ Contact Relationships
First, manipulations to change important contact relationships between multiple objects are classified and their
difficulty is described here. Let A be an object which a
robot holds and mainly moves. Let B be an object which
becomes close to or contacts with A. Unless B is floating,
B is supposed to always contact with another object by some
force, for example gravity, friction force or coulomb force.
Let C be this object which contacts with B.
We define “important contact relationships” as relationships without which manipulations of multiple objects fail.
From here on, two signs “△” and “⊘” are used to denote
states between two objects; b △ a means that there is an
important contact or close relationship between b, which is
a surface on B, and a, which is a surface on A, where B is

constrained by A. A ⊘ B means that there is no important
contact relation between A and B.
Manipulations of multiple objects are classified as follows,
according to the target change of the relationship which
meets following requirements: 1) the contact state changes
one at time (changing from (P ⊘ Q) to (p △ q) and the
reverse is counted as one), 2) the object is not floating. Let
a, b and c be part of the surface on A, B and C, respectively.
Fig. 2 shows the examples of each type of operations.
Op. 1: (A ⊘ B) ∧ (b △ c) ⇒ (a △ b) ∧ (b △ c)
Placing A on B so that A is constrained by B; “covering,”
“placing” et al. It can fail because of the error of the
recognition or the manipulation when B and A are small
or the sizes of them are similar. In this situation, A has to be
moved again to the correct position using the gap between
A and B.
Op. 2: (a △ b) ∧ (b △ c) ⇒ (A ⊘ B) ∧ (b △ c)
Taking away A from B when A is constrained by B; “taking
away.” This is the reverse operation of Op. 1. It can fail when
the restriction force between A and B is too large. In this
situation, the operation has to be redone.
Op. 3: (b △ a) ∧ (B ⊘ C) ⇒ (b △ a) ∧ (b △ c)
Moving A which constrains B so that B is also constrained
by C; a part of “placing.” It can fail because of the error of
the recognition or the manipulation when B and C are small
or the sizes of them are similar. In this situation, A has to be
moved again to the correct position using the gap between
B and C.
Op. 4: (b △ a) ∧ (b △ c) ⇒ (b △ a) ∧ (B ⊘ C)
Moving B with A so that B is constrained only by A;
“lifting.” This is the reverse operation of Op. 3, and this
happens after Op. 5. If the restriction is not enough, B falls
down. In this situation, the robot has to restart from Op. 5.
Op. 5: (A ⊘ B) ∧ (b △ c) ⇒ (b △ a) ∧ (b △ c)
Catching B with A so that B is constrained by A; “scooping,” “pressing” et al. It can fail because of the error of the
recognition or the manipulation when A or B is small (Op.
5(ii) and Op. 5(iii) in Fig. 2). In this situation, A has to be
moved again to the correct position using the gap between A
and B. It can also fail because of the change of the restriction
between C and B, or A and B (Op. 5(i) in Fig. 2). In this
situation, the operation has to be redone.
Op. 6: (b △ a) ∧ (b △ c) ⇒ (A ⊘ B) ∧ (b △ c)
Setting A apart from B so that B is constrained only by C;
a part of “placing.” This is the reverse operation of Op. 5.
It can fail because of the too large restriction force between
A and B. In this situation, the operation has to be redone.
There are two more types of operations which make
multiple contact surfaces between A and B, regardless of
the constraint of B before the operation. Let a∗ and b∗ be a
part of the surface of A, and that of B, respectively.
Op. 7: (A ⊘ B) ⇒ (ai △ bi ) ∧ (aj △ bj )
This operation means “inserting” if B is a kind of a bag.
Otherwise this means “cutting” or “stinging,” which makes
new surfaces on B. This operation can fail because of the
error of the recognition or the manipulation when the surface
of B is thin, or A has to be inserted near the surface of B.
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Fig. 2. Examples of each type of operations classified based on the contact
relationships between multiple objects.
Op. 1: putting a lidA on a panB . Op. 2: getting a lidA off a panB .
Op. 3: placing an eggB on a dishC with a spatulaA .
Op. 4: lifting an eggB on a dishC with a spatulaA .
Op. 5: (i) scooping an eggB on a panC with a spatulaA ;
(ii) getting straight a signboardB on the groundC with a hammerA ;
(iii) sweeping dustsB on the groundC with a broomA .
Op. 6: placing an eggB on a panC with a spatulaA .
Op. 7: (i) peeling an appleB with a knifeA ;
(ii) placing documentsA in an envelopeB .
Op. 8: (i) taking up a clamB with a tongA ;
(ii) assisting a personB to put on his clothesA .

In this situation, A has to be moved again to the correct
position using the hierarchical relationship between A and
B.
Op. 8: (A ⊘ B) ⇒ (bi △ ai ) ∧ (bj △ aj )
This operation means “covering” or “clipping.” This can fail
because of the error of the recognition or the manipulation
when the surface of A is thin, or B has to go through near the
surface of A. In this situation, A has to be moved again to the
correct position using the hierarchical relationship between
A and B.
B. Visual Functions for Estimation of Contact States
During the manipulations of multiple objects whose contact relationships are important, the shape of each object
often spreads parallel to the contact surface. This is because
most of the restrictions are from gravity or the friction
power between the large surfaces of the contacting objects.
Therefore the observation of the objects from the side is
often difficult, because the objects look thin from that point.
Moreover, the cameras almost always cannot be on the plane
of the contact surface because of the restriction of the posture
of the robot.
Although the eye direction should be nearly normal to the
contact surface because of the above reasons, the observation
from this direction has a disadvantage: it is difficult to
obtain accurate depth information of objects, as described in
Chapter II. On the other hand, the manipulations to change
the contact states also often fail as mentioned above. Our idea
is: the depth or hierarchical information is only used for the
estimation of the types of the contact states so that failure
recoveries are processed based on the estimated states. Only
the strict alignment parallel to the contact surface is based
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Fig. 3. Types of the state of superposition of multiple objects’ regions [17]

on the observed positions of the objects.
The green arrows in Fig. 2 show the eye directions
nearly normal to the contact surface between A, B and C.
When two objects are observed using this eye direction, the
hierarchical states between two objects’ regions on the view
plane are classified as follows:
Independent or Contiguous
Two objects’ regions are not overlapping.
One-way (down/up)
Part of an object’s region occludes part of another
object’s region.
Mutual
Part of an object’s region occludes part of another
object’s region, and another part of the latter also
occludes another part of the former.
Fig. 3 shows examples of these three types of the hierarchical
states. At Fig. 3.3 some part of a knife overlaps some part of
a vegetable, and some part of the vegetable overlaps some
part of the knife at the same time. Therefore this shows the
state of “Mutual” superposition. Note that the “Mutual” state
happens only when something is running into another object.
This state of superposition is useful to recognize the goal
state of Op. 7 and Op. 8. Therefore the eye direction has to
be set so that this state can be observed. Besides the target
contact relationships from Op. 1 to Op. 6 are confirmed by
the “One-way” state if the eye direction is nearly vertical
to the contact surface, of course they should be confirmed
by other correlations, for example the accompaniment of
the objects’ velocities. The method described in Section IV
computes not only the regions and positions of them but also
the hierarchical relationships, which is useful for this aim.
C. Operational Trajectories Using Visual Hierarchy
Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 show operational trajectories to manipulate multiple objects whose contact relations are important.
Alg. 1 is a trajectory for Op. 1–6, and Alg. 2 is a trajectory
for Op. 7 and Op. 8. The concepts of this trajectories are
as follows. 1) Whether or not the contact state is correct
is estimated using the hierarchical relationships between
objects’ regions (“S”). The policy of the motion is fixed
gradually (“ε”) using the estimated state (Alg. 2), or the
motion is repeated (Alg. 1). 2) The misalignment parallel
to the contact surface is fixed using the misalignments of
objects (δ).
Let Θ and Θ0 be the policy and the initial policy; δ
and δ0 be the misalignments of the objects parallel to the
contact surface and the threshold of the misalignments;
ε, ε0 and εmin be the gradient of the policy vertical to
the contact surface, the initial gradient, and the minimum
gradient, respectively. The gradient of the policy is controlled
by the learning coefficient η∗ . Although these algorithms are

simple, they appear to be useful in many tasks if the motions
of manipulating the objects vertically and parallel could be
defined. Examples of experiments are presented in Section
V, which showed effectiveness of these algorithms.
IV. E STIMATION OF H IERARCHICAL R ELATIONSHIPS
This section explains a method of tracking a planar object
with low texture under occlusion with a single camera, which
was originally presented in [17]. The feature of this method
is that it can track texture-less objects, different from texture
based approaches [18] [19]. The difference from [17] is that
this method uses the velocities of the end effector of the
robot so that only the small movements of the objects in the
robot’s hand are estimated. The initial region of the target
R(0) ⊂ N2 , and the coordinate of it C H0 at the initial time
t = 0[frame] are given.
A. A Method to Track Object Regions under Occlusion
1) Planar Object Tracking Using Particle Filtering: A
planar object is tracked using particle filtering [20]. The state
variable of the particle filter xt is a pose in 3D space.
After the initial coordinate of the target is set at first,
(k)
(k)
initial particles s0 are made with equal weight as: s0 =
{x0 , w0 }. Let k be the index of a particle. Our motion model
p(Xt |Xt−1 ) is as follows,
(k)

(k)

xt|t−1 = xt−1 + dxt .

(1)

Let dxt be the velocity of the end effector calculated by
the encoders of the robot. Although dxt was not used in
[17], dxt is useful to calculate only the small movements
of the objects in the end effector. After the particles are
evaluated by the likelihood function, the weights of particles
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Op. 1 - Op. 6
01: Θ ⇐ Θ0
02: while true do
03:
executeTask(Θ)
04:
S, δ ⇐ checkState()
05:#if Op. 1, 3, 5
06:
if S = “One-way, down” and |δ| < δ0
07:
then return
08:#else
09:
if S = “Independent” and |δ| > δ0
10:
then return
11:#endif
12:
Θ ⇐ Θ−η·δ
13:
endif
14: end while

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Op. 7 and Op. 8
01: Θ ⇐ Θ0 , ε ⇐ ε0
02: while true do
03:
executeTask(Θ)
04:
S, δ ⇐ checkState()
05:
if S = “Mutual” and |δ| < δ0
06:
then return
07:
else if S = “One-way, down” then Θ ⇐ Θ + ε − ηδ · δ
08:
else if S = “One-way, up” then Θ ⇐ Θ − ε − ηδ · δ
09:
endif
10:
ε ⇐ max(εmin , ηε · ε)
11: end while

(k)

are normalized and updated. δ presented in Section III is
described as follows when A is in contact with B:
δt = (xt,B − xt,A ) − gt ,

2) Likelihood Function: The likelihood is calculated as
the degree of similarity between the input image I(t) and the
image composed only of the target IA (t)(k) ⊂ N2 ×[0, 255]3 .
IA (t)(k) is calculated from the initial coordinate of the target
(k)
C
H0 , that of xt , and the initial image of the target’s region
IA (0) ⊂ N2 × [0, 255]3 .
The similarity is calculated by integrating two types of
evaluation methods. One is the evaluation of the target’s edge
information, and the second is the evaluation of the target’s
inner color information.
a) Evaluation Based on the Boundary Information:
The evaluation based on the target’s boundary information
is calculated using Chamfer distance [21]. For calculating
Chamfer distance, the edges are abstracted from the input
image at t[frame], I(t), at first. Next the distance map where
each pixel value represents the distance between the pixel
and the nearest edge point from it is made. Chamfer distance
Dch (P, I) is calculated by the distance map and the edges
of the target’s image IA (t)(k) as follows,
1 ∑
Dch (P, I) =
dI(t) (p).
(3)
|P |
p∈P

Let P ⊂ N and |P | be the set of boundary pixels of the
target image IA (t)(k) and the number of P , respectively.
dI(t) (p) represents the value of the distance map at position
p. Therefore the Dch (P, I) becomes lower if the boundary
of the target image IA (t)(k) is more similar to the edge of
the input image I(t). The likelihood is calculated by (4) so
that the value runs from 0 to 1.
1
(k)
Ee (xt ) =
, (4)
1+exp{−Ge ·(−Dch (P (t)(k) , I(t))+Ce )}
2

where the Ge and the Ce are constant numbers.
b) Evaluation Based on the Inner Color Information:
The evaluation based on the inner color information is used
in case there are some edges of another target near the correct
target’s boundary. Equation (5) is the evaluation function. Ec
is calculated using the number of pixels of the different set
of Rc (t) and Re (t)(k) . Rc (t) ⊂ N2 is the set of pixels of the
target’s color which is near the boundary of the target region
R(t)(k) . Re (t)(k) ⊂ N2 is the set of pixels which are in
R(t)(k) and near the boundary of the target region R(t)(k) .
(k)

IB(T+1)

RA,B (T)

(2)

where gt is the correct relative position of B from A.

Ec (xt ) = 1−

(k)

IA(T+1)

IA(T)

|(Rc (t)−Re (t)(k) )∪(Re (t)(k) −Rc (t))|
, (5)
|Re (t)(k) |

where “−” and “||” calculate difference set and the number
(k)
of items, respectively. Ec (xt ) runs from 0 to 1, and it
becomes larger if the difference of the abstracted color
regions becomes smaller.

I(T)

I(T+1)

IB(T)
Fig. 4. A method to estimate objects’ hierarchy (left) and to track them
(right) [17]

c) Integration of Two Evaluations: Two types of evaluations are integrated by (6).
(k)

(k)

(k)

E(xt ) = Ec (xt )Cc · Ee (xt ),

(6)
(k)

where the Cc is a positive constant number. E(xt ) runs
from 0 to 1, and it comes close to 1 when the likelihood is
high.
3) Tracking with Non Shielded Region: In order to track
a target under occlusion, the tracker calculates the likelihood
at T + 1[frame] using only the target’s image of viewable,
non shielded region at T [frame] (see right of Fig. 4).
B. Estimation of the Hierarchy of Multiple Objects’ Regions
First, the targets’ region image IA (t), IB (t) ⊂ N2 ×
[0, 255]3 at t[frame] is used to calculate the overlapping
region RA,B (t) = RA (t) ∩ RB (t) ⊂ N2 (the region
enclosed by dotted line at Fig. 4) of two object regions
RA (t), RB (t) ⊂ N2 . Second, labeling of the overlapping
region is done. The estimator calculates which of IA (t) and
IB (t) is closer to the color of the input image I(t) at each
pixel in RA,B (the green arrows of the left image of Fig. 4).
The states of superposition are estimated as follows,
S(t) =

“Independent”, if RA,B = ∅.




 “One-way up”, if ∀p ∈ RA,B ; s(p, B, A).
“One-way down”, if ∀p ∈ RA,B ; s(p, A, B).
(7)


 “Mutual”, if


(∃p ∈ RA,B ; s(p, A, B)) ∧ (∃p ∈ RA,B ; s(p, B, A)) .
s(p, X, Y ) ≜ ||I(p) − IX (p)|| ≥ ||I(p) − IY (p)||
Let I(p) ∈ [0, 255]3 be the intensities of three colors (R,
G, B) in the input image I. The sign ||x − y|| expresses
the distance between two colors x, y ∈ [0, 255]3 . We use
Manhattan distance as this calculation.
The result of this estimation is also used to calculate the
likelihood at T + 1[frame] using only the target’s image of
non shielded region at T [frame], as previously explained.
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. HRP-2VZ Humanoid Robot
The HRP-2VZ humanoid robot [22] was used for the
experiments. Each of its arms has eight degrees of freedom
(DoF) including one DoF for its gripper. The robot has two
types of stereo cameras; one with optical zoom lenses which
can capture high resolution images, the other with fish-eye
lenses which can capture omni-directional images. In the
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Experimental setup of Experiment 1.

following experiments, images captured by zoom cameras
were used. The position of the cameras is almost same
with that of humans so that they can capture hierarchical
relationships similar to what humans observe.
B. Experiment 1: Placing a File into a Folder
1) Experimental Setup: Fig. 6 illustrates the experimental
environment of Experiment 1. Before the robot tried to place
a file into a folder, the robot held a red file with its right
hand and a green folder with its left hand as shown by
Fig. 6.A. The positions of the file and the folder were fixed
before the first manipulation, but they slightly moved in the
hands during the manipulation. The red file and the two green
folders used in this experiment are shown in Fig. 6.B. The
size of the red file was 270mm × 190mm × less than 1mm.
The size of the green folders was 310mm × 240mm × less
than 10mm. Each of the folders had an opening whose size
was between 0mm and 10mm, depending on the skew of the
folder’s material. The red file was made of plastic, and the
green folder was made of paper. Both of them had flexibility.
To insert the red file into the green folder, Alg. 2 presented
in Section III was used. This operation is classified to Op.
7. First the robot bent the right hand (Fig. 6.C.1) and then
it moved the right hand leftward while it moved the left
hand rightward (Fig. 6.C.2). The parameter Θ used in the
manipulation was the angle ∆r [◦ ] at which the robot bent
the right hand (see Fig. 6.C). Because the initial position of
the file and the folder was fixed so that the manipulation
parallel to the contact surface succeeded, the parameter δ
was not used for the sake of ease.
Fig. 7 illustrates the three possible states between a folder
and a file after a robot moved its hands. The goal of this task
was State “s (= Mutual)” in Fig. 7, therefore the robot had
to retry the manipulation with a different parameter after it

recognized that the state was “u (= One-way, up)” or “d (=
One-way, down)”.
The difficulty in the task is: whether the task succeeds or
not depends on the shape of the folder. There is considerable inter-individual variability in the shape, and the shape
changes as time goes by because of the flexibility of the
folder. Therefore the parameter with which the task succeeds
varies from time to time.
To investigate the variety of the parameter with which the
robot succeeds in the task, we did a preliminary experiment.
In this experiment, the robot executed the task with various
parameters ∆r [◦ ]. The robot tried the manipulation for two
times with each folder at each parameter, while it changed
the parameter by 1◦ . Table I shows all the results of the
experiment. The table shows the parameter, with which the
state “s” was observed and the manipulation succeeded,
varied by the folder. Besides the result with Folder 1 at the
parameter ∆r = -9◦ shows that the target parameter changed
because of the changes of the shape of the folder.
2) Experimental Result: All the estimations of the states
between the folder and the file, 67 [times] including the
preliminary experiment, succeeded. The parameters were set
as Θ0 = δr0 = −6◦ , ηε = 0.5, and ε0 = 3◦ . In the
experiment with Folder 1, all the five trials succeeded at the
first motion. On the other hand, in the experiment with Folder
2, the state after the first motion was State “d” in all the five
trials. After the second motion, the task succeeded in the
each trial. Fig. 8 shows one of the results of the experiment
with Folder 2. The average number of trials before success
was 1.5. The final success rate of the task was 100%. It is
TABLE I
R ESULT OF THE PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT OF MANIPULATING THE
FOLDERS AND THE FILE WITH VARIOUS PARAMETERS . T HE
CHARACTERS “ S ”, “ U ” AND “ D ” CORRESPOND THE STATES
ILLUSTRATED IN
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Fig. 8. Result of the experiment of putting a file into a folder. The robot succeeded in inserting the red file into the green folder after one failure recovery
process (3-4).

true that the lip of the folder is important to the estimation
of the hierarchy. However, the state of a folder without a lip
also appears to be estimated with higher resolution images
from appropriate viewpoints unless the gap between the two
sides of the folder is perfectly zero.
C. Experiment 2: Serving an egg with a spatula
1) Experimental Setup: Fig. 1.B shows the experimental
setup of Experiment 2. The robot held a spatula with its
left hand. It tried to scoop the fried egg in the pan with the
spatula to serve it onto a dish. The initial position of the tool
in the end effector, that of the fried egg and the dish were
fixed, but they moved during the manipulation.
The problem was that the robot did not always succeed
in scooping the egg because of the change of the friction
between the tool and the egg, and the change of the shape
of the egg. Fig. 9 shows the results of two experiments,
one of them succeeded (A) and the other failed (B). In the
experiment (B), the tool did not catch the egg and the egg
was slipped off outside the pan.
To scoop the egg with the spatula, Alg. 1 presented in
Section III was used. This operation is classified to Op. 5.
We defined a scooping operation as shaking the pan and
moving the spatula pushing against the pan. The motion
of shaking the pan was for a failure recovery, which often
moves the egg to the initial position, the center of the pan.
Object A, B in Section III was defined as the spatula and the
egg, respectively in this experiment. After the robot moved
the spatula, the robot checked whether the spatula and the
tool had “One-way, down” state. For the recognition of the
misalignments |δ| < δ0 described in Alg. 1, the size of the
overlapping region of the spatula and the egg was used. If
the size of the region was more than 1000 pixels, the motion
of scooping was considered to be successful. If the state was
not seen, the robot made another try.
2) Estimation of an Object Region which can Change:
To estimate the region of the egg, which is an object whose
shape can change, the tracking method presented in Section
IV, which supposes only the affine transformation, cannot be
used as it is. Therefore we used the graph-cuts method [23]
to estimate the region of the egg. The foreground region of
the trimap of the graph-cuts was set so that it was included
in the egg region at any time.
3) Experimental Result: First, in the preliminary experiment without the visual function and the failure recovery
process, the robot succeeded in serving eggs only 4 times out
of 14 trials; the success rate was 29%. Second, we applied
our visual function to the experiment. When it was applied to

the images during the succeeded manipulations, 10 states out
of 10 trials were estimated as “One-way, down”; the success
rate was 100%. When it was applied to the images during the
failed manipulations, 32 states out of 34 trials were estimated
as “Independent”; the success rate was 94%. The “failure”
in this manipulation means that the egg does not come on
the spatula and it drops out of the spatula during the serving
manipulation.
With the failure recovery process based on the visual
function to estimate the contact state, the robot succeeded
six times out of ten trials. Fig. 10 shows one of the result
of the experiments. Only once in the four failures, the robot
failed to manipulate the egg and slipped it out of the pan. In
the other three trials, the robot failed in the failure recovery
five times continuously. This is because the failure recovery
motion defined by us did not work well, and the position of
the egg did not return to the initial position before the robot
made another try to scoop it. This would be solved if the
failure recovery operation is modified to check whether the
egg returns to the initial position. The final success rate was
60%, while the rate for the robot not to fail the task was
90%.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a method to recognize the relationships between the manipulated objects whose contact
state is important. In this method, the contact relationships
between multiple objects are estimated using the hierarchical
relationships between the objects’ regions in the images. If
the relation is not the target one, the robot recovers from
the failure using the estimated hierarchical relationship and
repeats it until it succeeds. We applied our method to two
daily tasks by HRP-2VZ humanoid robot. Although each
of them is a difficult task because of the friction between
objects and the thinness of the objects, the success rate was
high enough. They showed the effectiveness of our approach.
For future work, we will try this method to other daily
tasks where hierarchical relationships of the objects are important. Although we selected the eye directions manually so
that they are nearly vertical to the contact surface of multiple
objects, some kind of viewpoint planning will contribute
to compute the camera direction which is best to observe
targets.
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